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reason, and this reason only, / do not dissent from the Judg-
ments delivered.55
But though the decision, on points of Law, went against
Barnardo, his moral victory was even more pronounced
than in the Gossage Case. For the Judgments were an
unanswerable rejoinder to the outcry of many organs of the
Press, that "in this case a poor Roman Catholic woman
was being refused her very natural desire, to bring up her
child in her own faith".1
The Roddy Case, as well as the Gossage Case, was taken
to the House of Lords. But before either could be decided,
certain Bills were before Parliament promising to make for
ever impossible such exploitation of parental rights, And the
Act wherein this purpose was embodied has, since the day
of its passage, been popularly styled "The Barnardo Act59.
The wave of litigation forced upon Barnardo, reaching
high-water in 1889-90, left behind it a fertilizing silt. More
than one Judge^ after giving a verdict against Barnardo on
points of Law, exhibited sympathy for his work by sending a
"first donation" to The Homes. Other effects were more far-
reaching. During the long interval between initial steps in
the Gossage Case, and its hearing in the Court of Appeal,
two important Acts, influenced by facts revealed In this
litigation, were passed. One was the Act for the Prevention
of Cruelty to, and better protection of, Children., which, in certain
circumstances, transferred from vicious parents to worthy
guardians all parental rights.3 The other was the Poor Law
Act of i&Sp, which, in the case of deserted children, trans-
ferred to "the guardians of the parish who have supported
such children5* the parent's normal authority and rights.3
J For a verbatim report of Barnardo Js speeches before the Court of Appeal
on this case, see Am I Unfit—a 68-page Supplement to Mght and Day,
December, 1890.
3 See 52 and 53 Viet, cap. 43, section 5, sub-section 1/2.
3 52 Viet, cap. 66,

